


New Session 2022-23, Beginning of a New Hope, New Rays …………………

Offered our aspirations and lit 
the diyas before The Mother. 
Children stepped into their 

new groups with the blessings 
of The Mother.















Project
on 

’



• Beginning of new session
• Need to develop friendship 

amongst children and with diyas
• Children explore their new 

groups with enthusiasm (blocks, 
soft toys, book corner, kitchen 
set area and free hand drawing). 

• Children were observed to make 
free hand drawings of rainbow 
dost

• Sang song about rainbow.
• didi asked - kya hum 

indradhanush dost 
koeksaathdostibanasaktehain? 
Children reflected- hanh didi!!



Puppet-
making 

and 
Stories



After friendship development an 
environment was created for 
stories through Puppets for 
language development. Inspired 
by didi, our children also took 
part in it. They told their own 
puppet stories and made puppets 
with enthusiasm and enacted 
their stories.



Introduced to Devanagari 
script of Hindi language with 
the help of ‘Akshar dost’. 
Began with Alphabets Song. 



life values like ‘Ghul-milkar rahein’, ‘Gyan badhaein’, ‘Himmat badhayein and ‘Vakt par aayein’ etc. 

ka kha ga gha gha se hum ghulmilkar rahenge

Kshya, Tra, Gyan gyan se hum gyaan badhayenge

Ha se hum himmat badhayenge, 

ब ो ंने ‘घ’ से घुलिमल कर सु र जंगल बनाया  



The song of ‘Akshar dost’ made children to carefully observe their life actions and their 
surroundings. They tried to identify the actions which helps them to increase their know।edge and to 
spread love. Identified the actions which requires courage and the routine life activities they tend to 
do on time.

कागज से मछली बना कर “म” अ र से दो ी करते ब े  



Children could read words ‘without Matras’, with 
the help of objects and pictures Introducing the skill of writing

The process of writing was introduced to 
the children through the story of Ganesh ji. 
After listening to the story, children began 
writing.

कहानी को सुनने के बाद मोर के पंख और ाही से 
“कलम” श  िलखने का अ ास िकया।



FRIENDSHIP WITH 
NEW GROUP 
& NEW DIYAS 



Working on English Language 





The project started with their aspiration sharing for themselves (what they want to develop in the orange group). A 
discussion as well as reading happened on what the Mother has said about an Idea Child. Through stories they tried to 
understand the meaning of each of the qualities. Different reflective questions on which they reflected are:
Am I an Ideal child, real life incidents etc. They expressed about their own experiences on each of the quality both orally 
and in writing. 

Presentation of ideal Child 



Naming the Group and Experimental  Maths



Children started by writing about their own strengths and qualities within the 
framework of The Mother’s symbol. Using the same colour palette, we created a 

game and were pleasantly surprised to be conferred the name Courage.



First children made 
buttermilk in the group 
and wrote down 
ingredients and their 
measurements.
Then made for the entire 
school, estimating 
beforehand how much of 
each ingredient we would 
need for 100 persons. 

Experimental Math                                                         



• One day 1, children identified ‘Universe’ as the project
• A a big dome using a readymade iron structure was 

constructed to create space and to hang sun and the 
other planets. 

• This activity helped the children to get connected to0 
the topic and evoked their curiosity. They were prepared 
to take up the study in depth and research on it

• They got an idea about the comparative size of the 
planets in relation to the sun. 

• Their hand skills of making the planets got developed. 
• To give them an exposure of visualizing the space, they 

were shown a documentary film ‘Voyage to the Planets’.
• The group studied about the following areas: inner and 

outer planets, solar and lunar eclipses, phases of moon, 
galaxies, nebulae, comets, asteroids, meteors, oort cloud 
and star cluster, life of a star. 

• The concepts of day and night, eclipses, phases of the 
moon were explained with models. Each child was given 
opportunity to all the types of models. 



Eclipse

Phases 
of Moon

Solar 
System



Project: Water 
Floating and sinking: The project started with doing experiments on ‘Floating and Sinking’. The children were 
asked ‘Why do some objects float and some sink?’ Experiment with water and objects like stone, feather, fevicol, 
mustard oil, lemon, potato, onion, pencil, eraser, shaving blade, chalk, cloth, paper, etc. Flat aluminium foil was on 
water and then the same aluminium foil crumpled was put. The flat one floated and crumpled one sank half. From 
this experiment the children understood the reason for floating and sinking. Lemon was put in normal water and 
salt water. In normal water it sank and in salt water is floated. This experiment gave another reason for sinking or 
floating of any object. 

Dissolve

Similarly to learn that some objects get dissolved in water and some do not, the following activities were done: 
Mixing salt, sugar, and liquid soup; powder of Chalk, Turmeric, Coriander, Cumin, Rasam, Maida, and Flour with 
Water. 

Separation of mud from water: Filtration was done using sand, rocks and cotton. 

Water cycle

To learn how do rain happens and understanding of Water Cycle, the children watched water getting boiled and 
vapour coming out. The children put their hands on the vapour and felt getting their hands moist. They kept salt 
water in the sun and after 3 hours they saw that no water is left but only salt. They made diagrams of water cycle. 

River

The discussed about the sources of water. Hence the idea of making the map of India and showing rives on it 
came to existence. 



Water Cycle

River System

Map of India with Rivers 



Filtration

Map of India on floor



Project on 
Rabindranath 

Tagore



• Rabindranath Tagore’s birthday was approaching.
• After a discussion, the following was agreed upon by all and the work 

distributed:

1.Anvita: General
2.Katha and Yashodhara: Tagore and his Philosophy
3.Maya and Ahaana: Tagore and Music
4.Shrivats : Tagore and the Freedom Struggle
5.Taanishi: Tagore and Art

Background



Children’s Planning







Reflection

1.How did I feel when the Ranbindranath Tagore project was
proposed?

2.Describe your journey with the project. – How you planned;
where did your resources come from; how did you put your into
creating your charts and activities; Any help received?

3.What have I learnt through this project? (was there anything new
you learnt about yourself too?)

4.What has Tagore taught me that I can follow in my life?
5.Who else would I like to study in detail about and why?





Mathematics – Equality and Humility

• Children are engaged in solving the four operations in fractions
• Have been getting many sums for homework. The initial resistance 

gave way and they are now largely doing their work promptly. 
• Currently, children have started working on word problems



 This project combines our 
body, nutrition, food and 
its cultivation as also the 
ways it is cooked.

 Children will make and 
serve these to the others 
so as to understand how a 
large number of people can 
be catered for. 

Food its use and variety



Experiment as a way of learning 

• The reflection of a laser made the 
understanding of the properties 
of light clear.

• Children defined what was light 
and how it travelled. 

• The exploration continues with 
other forms of light both within 
and around us. 



Physics 
& 
Us



Experiments









Language – Equality, Humility, Humanity

• Children looked at homophones and generated words through team games
• We read a text “Owls in the Family by Ruskin Bond” and studied the 

vocabulary. They attempted comprehensive questions.
• Equality children read the story Winn-Dixie during the summer break and 

we watched the movie and discussed the way the movie was made. 
• Humanity children read an additional text, a historical text, The Tale of Two 

Cities by Charles Dickens and attempted written comprehension questions 
on them. 

• This will make way for a film review we shall take up after Independence 
Day Celebrations

• A number of Science Fiction short stories were read. After discussion on 
the plot and turning points, children wrote their own science fiction 
stories. 



SKILL CORNERS



Figure Drawing, Clay-Modelling, Wire-Works

• Children allotted one of these corners.
• Each corner lasts for about 5 to 6 weeks. 
• The first batch set up the final products during mirambika’s birthday 

as exhibits in the art room.
• Then the groups were switched (according to preference) and will 

complete another cycle.
• We hope to explore theatre/dance/music together next.









Music Exploration

• Children are exposed to 3 hours of music every week
• On Tuesday they explore with Kausalya didi singing new songs and with a 

variety of variations and speed. Children enjoyed these songs very much. 
They were classical songs, such as Shakti Sahita Ganapatim and were also 
versatile

• On Thursdays Shikha di, our resident music teacher takes classes with the 
children.

• Over the few months we learnt Rabindranath Tagore’s songs such as 
Abunair Poroshmoni and Eckla Chalore

• We then brushed up mirambika sings for mirambika’s birthday – three 
songs

• Now children are learning to sing well Vande Mataram and Jana Gana
Mana



Our Surroundings – Explorations in Art



Landforms – our understanding


